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Urban Retreat 103
327122 Moss

Free your
thinking

Urban Retreat 501
327501 Moss
327506 Flax
327507 Sage

Greater flexibility.
More creative freedom.
Interface was born to think
differently. And we are driven by
design. When we introduced the
square tiles, it was the beginning
of a revolution in carpet. Suddenly,
architects and designers could
create more flexible workspaces
with floors that were simple to fit
and pleasing on the eye.
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With the introduction of Planks, we
continue the evolution of modular
carpet and take our customers to a
new world of creative possibilities.
By adding a new dimension to the
tiles, we’ve opened up a whole new
world of creative possibilities – with
greater scope for distinct and subtle
zoning throughout any interior space.
Urban Retreat 501 is the first
collection available as Planks.
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The maths
is simple
The square is
geometry’s version
of perfection –
which made it
the ideal place
for us to start our
modular flooring.

Planks, however, are narrower
rectangular tiles, exploring new
modular formats. Urban Retreat 501
is available as skinny Planks 25 cm
x 100 cm. This means the geometry
still works perfectly across all our
tiles, whether 50 x 50 cm squares
or Planks.
Planks add an evolution of style and
functionality to our range, opening
the way to unique expressions of
direction, texture and pattern.
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Sophisticated
simplicity

Urban Retreat 501
327514 Granite
Laying direction:
Ashlar

Urban Retreat 501
327514 Granite

ASHLAR

Laying direction:
Herringbone
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HERRINGBONE

By exploring contrast and
juxtaposition, Planks open up almost
limitless design possibilities and allow
designers to make things as simple –
or sophisticated – as they want.
Herringbone, Quarter turn, Ashlar,
Brick. The options for new installation
are endless – as are the combinations
of formats, textures, colours and
patterns. Urban Retreat 501 is
suitable for herringbone and ashlar
installation. This gives possibilities for
very expressive designs, as well as a
perfect, seamless appearance right
across even the largest of rooms.

Sometimes, the simplest changes
can have the greatest effect. If you
want advice about transforming your
space, our designers will be happy
to explore options with you.
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More than
just a ‘nice
place to work’

Increased productivity. Staff retention.
More creativity. Today, businesses
understand the value of strong,
creative interiors. Not just to create
a pleasant working environment
– but to drive real impact on the
bottom line. As such, designers are
increasingly challenged to create
spaces that help communicate
distinctive values – for organisations
and brands.

Modular flooring has an important
role to play in new workplace
design. With their flexibility and
versatility, Planks and square tiles,
are ideal to create spaces within
spaces – and support workplace
creativity. They even come with
inbuilt economic benefits – because
there is little installation waste, and
changes to the design can be made
easily and quickly.

Urban Retreat 501
327507 Sage
327510 Ash
327506 Flax
327508 Blue
327504 Grass
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Laying direction:
Ashlar
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Sustainability
First
For Interface, sustainability is nonnegotiable. We are working hard
to reach our goal of Mission Zero
by 2020 – to have a zero negative
impact on the environment. And that
means looking hard at every area
of our business.

Planks are no exception. They come
with the same credentials as our
normal square tiles, such as having a
high percentage of recycled content
in their backing. Urban Retreat 501 is
even made from 100% recycled nylon.
Planks can be fitted easily with
Interface’s glue-free and flexible
TacTiles™ system, to minimize odor
and emissions. What’s more, all tiles
can be recycled through our ReEntry®
take-back scheme, to help reduce the
amount of carpet sent to landfill or
incineration at the end of their life.
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Urban Retreat 501
327511 Stone
327513 Red
Laying direction:
Ashlar
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Interface invented the
concept of modular carpet
and revolutionised an industry.
With Planks we continue the
evolution and introduce our
customers to a new world of
creative possibilities.
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UR501.
327500
Gold

UR501
327503
Straw

UR501.
327501
Moss

UR501.
327504
Grass

Urban Retreat
UR 501
UR501.
327502
Bark
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UR501.
327505
Ivy
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UR 501
UR501.
327506
Flax

UR501
327509
Navy

UR501.
327507
Sage

UR501.
327510
Ash

UR501.
327508
Blue
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UR501.
327512
Orange

UR501
327515
Charcoal

UR501.
327513
Red

UR501.
327511
Stone

UR501.
327514
Granite
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